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Abstract:  
 
Microbial evolution and adaptation to specific niches, such as the human body, are driven by 
genetic mutations and alterations including gain of new genes, modification of existing 
genes, but also loss of genes detrimental for survival in a particular niche or for a particular 
life style. For example, Yersinia pestis, a highly pathogenic micro-organism, has lost multiple 
genes and has a smaller genome than less pathogenic species; and M. leprae, the causative 
agent of leprosy, shows an extreme gene reduction concomitant with a loss of many 
metabolic functions.  
 
Candida glabrata is a commensal member of the microbiome in the majority of humans. 
However, it is also common opportunistic pathogen causing superficial to life-threatening 
infections under certain predisposing conditions. Of note, C. glabrata is phylogenetically 
more closely related to the baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae than to other important 
pathogens such as C. albicans, and has developed pathogenicity strategies during host 
adaptation which differ markedly from the latter. One remarkable attribute of C. glabrata, in 
contrast to C. albicans, is the loss of distinct metabolic pathways resulting in several 
auxotrophies, which allow fungal cells to sense these molecules in the host to initiate a 
response suitable for fitness, survival and infection. Another example for genetic loss are 
secreted proteins of C. albicans, which elicit immune response in the host. C. glabrata, in 
contrast, lacks many of these proteins, and hence immunogenic signals and in general elicits 
a much lower immune response in ex vivo and in vivo models. 
 
Since C. glabrata has evolved pathogenicity mechanisms as an opportunistic pathogen, 
which is phylogenetically closely related to the baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we 
aim to elucidate which particular genes of C. glabrata have diverged (possible avirulence 
genes, which would elicit a host response in the original form) or have been lost (potential 
antivirulence genes, which would reduce pathogenesis by their function) during host 
adaptation. This will increase our understanding of the past evolution of metabolism and 
interspecies molecular signaling between pathogens and their host. Characterizing these 
avirulence and antivirulence genes may help to identify new biomarkers and potential targets 
for antimycotic drug development.  
 
Importantly, the selection of the genes to be investigated in this project will be based on in 
silico analyses of existing transcriptional profiles, which have been obtained during simulated 
ex vivo infection of a whole-blood model. Additionally, this selection will also be based on in 
silico analysis of the evolution of C. glabrata and its related species, in cooperation with 
international collaboration partners. 
 


